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Ancient egyptian deities – wikipedia
Ancient egyptian deities are the gods and goddesses worshipped in ancient egypt. the beliefs and rituals
surrounding these gods formed the core of ancient egyptian
Aton | egyptian god | britannica.com
Aton: aton, in ancient egyptian religion, a sun god, depicted as the solar disk emitting rays terminating in human
hands, whose worship briefly was the state religion.
Egyptian symbols: winged sun
The winged sun is one of the oldest egyptian icons and symbols that appeared as early as the old kingdom. it is
usually a symbol of royalty, divinity and power not
Amun – the egyptian supreme god (egyptian mythology)
Godchecker guide to amun (also known as amen): ogdoad deity who hit the big time as sun god of everything.
amun is the egyptian supreme god and comes from the
Was horus born on december 25th of a virgin? | sun god of
Jesus christ is not the only god supposedly born of a virgin on december 25th. so too was horus of egypt. the
mythical motif of the sun god born at the winter
Egyptian scarab beetle – representing the god khepri
The egyptian scarab beetle – a symbol of rebirth. scarab dung beetles roll their dung, symbolising the sun
travelling through the heavens. scarab beetles were
Amun-ra – the egyptian supreme god (egyptian mythology)
Godchecker guide to amun-ra (also known as amun-re): egyptian blue chip merger of amun and ra. amun-ra is
the egyptian supreme god and comes from the mythology of
Horus • facts and information on the egyptian god of the sky
The sky god horus is perhaps the oldest and most recognizable of the ancient egyptian gods. mostly depicted as
a falcon, he was worshipped over a period of
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